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New Oxford Modern English 

Q1.Write the first six lines of the poem “I Wonder" with the poet's 

name.(8marks) 

Q2.Write the meanings of the following words.(4×2=8marks) 

a) Wonder     

b) Lightning 

c) Feast 

d) Festival 

Q3.Use the underlined words in sentences of your own.(3×2=6) 

a) Don't blow out the candle. 

b) The elephants could not get away. 

c) Please come away from the fire. 

Q4.Rearrange the letters to make meaningful words(.3×1=3) 

a) Old Cus 

b) Puss poe 

c) Now Red 

Q5.Answer the following questions.(3+2=5) 

a)Why is it good to  make friends? 

b) What do the birds do ? 

Q6.Write  a short paragraph on ‘Independence Day'(5 sentences)( 10 

marks) 

Q7.Write the plurals of these nouns.(6×2=12marks) 

a) logo   b) fox  c) boss  d) eagle e)lady f) child 

Q8.Circle the similar words :(4×2=8matks) 

a) damp          wet        moist 

b) afraid          scared     frightened  

c) quiet       silent soft 

d) warm           hot           burning  
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A. Copy and solve the mental maths.(20×1=20) 

1) Convert 8700 paise into rupees. 

2)10 tens + 7 ones =_______ 

3) 80p +90p+50p =_______ 

4) Add 8 tens 8 ones. 

5) There are ______ 50 paise coin in Rs 9.50. 

6)_____+9=100 

7) Take away 8 from 30. 

8) 1747 = Rs_____ and ______paise. 

9) How many 50 paise coins in Rs 3.50? 

10) 110 - 7 _______ 10 tens. 

11) 432 < _____. 

12) what comes between 679 and 681? 

13) 8 coins of 25 paise =______. 

14) How many tens in 180? 

15) Rs 24.53 = _____paise. 

16) Expand 792 ________________. 

17) Half of a rupee = ________. 

18) One less than 460. 

19) 8+7-4 =_______ 

20) 32 minus 1 tens is ______. 

B. Solve the following :     (10×2= 20) 



1) Subtract Rs27.32 from Rs73.25 . 

2) Add Rs 7.25 + 7p +Rs 73.50 . 

3) From Rs75.25, take away Rs4.25 . 

4) Find Rs37.10 + Rs3.05 + Rs45 . 

5) Multiply Rs0.76 × 8 . 

6) Divide Rs 3785.60 ÷ 8. 

7) What change will you get back from the shopkeeper if you make a payment of Rs10 

and the price of an article is Rs8.70? 

8) John has saved Rs 15.60. If he saves ______ more, he can buy a pen for Rs 20.00 . 

9) Mahi has Rs 3.37, Harry has Rs 4.12 and Tom has Rs 4.49. Their total is Rs ______. 

10) Divide 113.68 ÷ 8 . 

C. Solve the following  statement sums : 

1)How much change should I get back from a rupee:        (1+1+1) 

(a) if I buy a toffee for 55 p? 

(b) if I buy a hair band for 84 p? 

(c) if I buy a pencil for 70 p? 

2) How much change should I get back from a rupee:      (1+1) 

(a) if I buy a pen-cap for 65 p? 

(b) if I buy a toffee for 50 p? 

3) A bar of chocolate costs Rs 6.75. How much will 7 bars cost? (2) 

4)What must be paid for a dozen envelopes at Rs. 3.75 each? (3) 

5)If Deeptani spends Rs 22.85 a day, how much will he spend in a week? (3) 

6)How much will you have to pay for 9 erasers, if they cost 78 p. each? (2) 

7)What is the cost of 9 kg of flour at Rs 33.90 per kg? (2) 

8)If a cake of soap costs Rs 13.70, what will a dozen cakes cost? (3) 
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 (A)NAME THE FOLLOWING:[5×4=20]    
     1)Two foodgrains 
      2)Two nuts 
      3)Two farm animals 
       4)Two animals that live in holes in the ground 
       5)Two junk food 
    
 (B)FILL IN THE BLANKS:[6×2=12] 
    1)Muscles become strong if we__________. 
     2)The _________helps us to stay healthy and to look smart. 
     3)Food gives us energy to________and____. 
      4)Pet animals and farm animals are called_______animals. 
       5) We must  never skip _________. 
 
[C] FILL IN THE MISSING LETTERS:(5×2=10) 
        1)C__ __F__E 
         2)___ ____G___R 
          3)H___C__ ___ ___ 
          4)B__ __K__ __B__ __ __  
           5)I___ ___ ___R__ __M 
 
[D]ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: 
Q1) Name 5 things we can make from wood.(5) 
Q2) Why do we wear woollen clothes?(3) 
Q3) How do hyenas help to keep the jungle clean?(3) 
Q4) Why is good posture important ?(3) 
Q5) Why should we not eat junk food ?(2) 
Q6) What helps a person to swim?(2) 
 _______________××××_________________ 
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1)Fill in the blanks:--(16) 

  a)We get wool from______. 

   b)Cotton is a ______fibre. 
   c)_____ is present all around us but we cannot see it. 

d)Our body is made up of ___ and __. 

 e)___ fibres used to make clothes are nylon, polyester ,rayon . 
f) ____ and____ are violent storms. 

 

2) Write T for true and F for false:-(5) 

 a) The brain is an internal organ.[   ] 
  b) We have nine sense organs. [   ] 

  c) We get silk from silkworm   . [   ] 

  d) Air occupies colour             . [   ] 
  e) Our body has internal and external organs.    [      ] 

 

 3) Name the following:-(14) 
  a)A type of cloth worn in summer.              (..........) 

 b)An air-borne disease.    (.........) 

 c)The hard parts of our body are the                     (......). 
d)This sense organ helps us to taste food.(........) 

e)A synthetic fabric.  (........) 

  f)Two things you could wear to go to the beach.(....... , ......) 

 
                

4)Circle the correct answer:(5) 

 a)Air has no colour/ weight. 
 b)We get wool from sheep/tiger. 

 c)The brain/nose is an internal organ. 

 d)Cotton is a natural/ synthetic fibre. 
 e)All livings beings need air/ smoke to live. 

 

5)Answer the following questions:-20                                         
  a)What are sense organs? Name them (4)            

 b)What are various kinds of fibres? Name two natural fibres.(4) 

  c)What is air pollution? What are it's causes?(4) 

  d)What are the three main properties of air?(4) 
  e)What are air- borne diseases?(2) 

   f)What is shearing?(2) 
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1.ঐখানে মা পকুুর পান়েকবিতাটির কবির োম সহ প্রথম আট লাইে ললখ(10) 

2.এনলানমনলা ির্ণ সাবিন়ে শব্দ ততবর কর(5×2)=10 

রঙ্গনতা- 

বলর্ণফুক- 

বল়োনিঠকা- 

বতর্ণাি- 

আন্দক- 

3.িাকযরচো কর(5×2)=10 

মালাচন্দে- 

িেযা- 

আন়েআন়ে- 

দঙ্গল- 

মােুর্- 

4.প্রশ্নগুবলর উওর দাও(5×2)=10 

1.খন়েরআ৺টি লক লেৌকা লিন়েবেন়ে আনস? 

2.িনরর ভাই লসৌময বক কনরে? 

3.কার আবিো়ে িল উনঠনে? 

4.কার ঘনর ফুলদাবে রাখনত িলা হন়েনে? 

5.কারা লঝানপ ঝান়েউ৺বকমারনি? 

ির্ণ পবরচ়ে(10×2)=20 

1.ল ফলা ল াগ কনর শূেযস্থাে পূরর্ কর 

বি____ি,ভ____ক 

2.ি ফলা ল াগ কনর শূেযস্থাে পূরর্ কর 

অ___র্র্,লতি____ 

3.র্ ফলা ল াগ কনর শূেযস্থাে পূরর্ কর 

পর____,অপরা____ 

4.ে ফলা ল াগ কনর শূেযস্থাে পূরর্ কর 

র____কর,িা____িী 
5.ম ফলা ল াগ কনর শূেযস্থাে পূরর্ কর 

পরা___খ,ে____লিশ 
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 Q.1) Add - ing to the following words. (4×1=4) 

       (i) love  (ii) hope  (iii) shine (iv) wave 

 
Q.2) Write the opposite words. (4×1=4) 

       (i) stupid  (ii) late  (iii) always (iv) part 

 
Q.3) Write the plural of these nouns. (3×1=3) 

            (i) toe  (ii) inch  (iii) box 

 

Q.4) Write these sentences , putting one word for each underlined part. (3×1=3) 
 

     (i) I will put together these two railway lines.         -------------------- 

 
     (ii) He came to school before the proper time.  ----------------------------- 

-------- 

 
     (iii) At no time cross the road without looking. --------------- 

 

Q.5)  Fill in the blanks.     (3×1=3) 
 

     (i) There are two ______ in Andrew's bed room. 

     (ii) Andrew sleeps in a _______ and  plays in the _________.  

 
Q.6) Write the words that rhyme with. (3×1=3) 

 

          (i) soil   (ii) coin  (iii) learn 
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1. Write the functions of the following :-                                                        5×3=15 

        i. Ctrl +V= 

       ii. Alt +F4= 

       iii. F10= 

       iv. F7= 

       v. Ctrl +Alt +Delete = 

2. What  is dialog box?       3. 

3. What do you know about Ctrl? 5 

4. Name  7 special keys .  7 


